GeoSearch

Overview

GeoSearch is a world map that provides pin points where members, jobs, events, and organizations are located. These organization and member pins are only created when a user adds the address or location point of their organization and makes their profile private. Job and event pins are created when the creator of the job or event makes the content public on the Hub. This feature allows users on the Hub network with users around the world and view potential organizations, events, and/or jobs near them.

Pinpoints

These pinpoints are all the available locations and items available from the Hub. Users can filter out different pins by unchecking the boxes on the right of the map.

- **Organizations**: organizations on the Hub, their location is pinpointed on the map for display only.
- **Members**: members currently logged into the Hub, can view the member’s profile if they have made their profile public and the organization field filled out.
- **Jobs**: available positions posted from the Hub, links to the job posting are available at the bottom of each pin.
- **Events**: events posted on the Hub, each event pin has a link to the main event page from the pinThese pinpoints are all the available locations and items available from the Hub. Users can filter out different pins by unchecking the boxes on the right of the map.